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Each family raises two children, one
male and one female. Each child is
born genetically preferred so that
each child has a healthy body and
an intelligent mind. Because genetic
excellence technology extends each
person's life to 200 years, couples
are required to be married for at
least 10 years before they can have
children.

Similarities to The Giver's society include one
girl and one boy per family, and couples need to
be married for a period of time before they can
adopt. The difference is that the children of my
society couples have their own genes while
TheGiver does not.

The similarity with Gattaca is the genetic
modification of newborns to improve
society, while the difference is that my
society genetically modifies every child.

Every child receives the same
education, from the age of 6 to 15.
During this time they will learn how
to use high technology, and classes
are taught through online classes
and there are no exams. There is no
pressure on the children since they
are genetically capable. 

Similarities to The Giver's society include
children getting the same education. The
difference is that there is no volunteer
work and the children do not have to go to
school.
The similarities with Gattaca's society
are that the children get the same
education. The difference is that our
society students do not have to worry
about exams.In our society people don't need

to work since all the work is
done by robots. They work with
technology. They work less, so
they have more free time to
choose what they prefer to do. 

The Giver's society is assigned jobs by
the elders through hobbies. 

Gattaca is a way to see if people have been
genetically modified and those modified
people can obtain better jobs. 

They control the minds of residents by
pill and limiting access to knowledge
so that residents follow the rules.
Residents will be RELEASED if they
break the rules three times. the
similarity is they will get punishment
after breaks the rules.
There are many qualities
genetic elites to be the police
officers, and there are laws to
maintain justice. they don't have
the freedom to choose the jobs.
the similarity is there is police to
make sure the justice. 

In our society, robotic police
maintain absolute fairness in
community public areas. They
are under the ground until
someone does some harmful
things. People have the freedom
to do whatever they want. If
they don't break the laws, they
could try anything. Also, the
school will teach them the law,
so they have the independence
to  choose what they want to
do.

discrimination

In our society, people always
respect other people's choices.
Also, the culture lets people
think that they are the same,
and they suppose to respect
each other's choices.

In Jonas society, there is no
discrimination because they take
drugs. the similarity is they don't
discriminate the others.
In Gattaca, they discriminate the
others that don't have perfect genes. 


